Chairman Neal, Ranking Member Brady, and distinguished members of the Committee, my name is Mark Miller, and I am the Executive Vice President of Health Care at Arnold Ventures. Arnold Ventures is a philanthropy dedicated to addressing some of the most pressing problems in the United States. We invest in sustainable change based on a strong foundation of evidence. We drive public conversation, craft policy, and inspire action through education and advocacy. Prior to joining Arnold Ventures, I was privileged to serve this Committee, and the Congress as a whole, for 15 years as Executive Director of the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission (MedPAC) by providing nonpartisan analyses and policy recommendations. I want to thank you for inviting me to testify today.

Arnold Ventures is dedicated to reforming dysfunctional programs and systems to ensure a better return on investment for the people they serve and those who finance them. To that end, we work to develop an array of evidence and ideas to improve public policy that can drive reform in the areas such as health care, pensions, education, and criminal justice – areas we believe are not serving target populations or taxpayers well. Arnold Ventures is drawn to issues characterized by a lack of evidence, dysfunctional markets, inefficiently run and/or under-resourced government programs, and strong interests protecting the status quo. We strongly believe in markets, but we also believe in evidence-based interventions when markets are failing and competition is lacking. Within health care, we have seen market failures cause stress to patients and their families; to federal and state budgets; to employers; and to taxpayers.

Our objective in health care is to lower cost while maintaining and enhancing access to needed, high-quality care. Across the health care system, we focus on opportunities to achieve more affordable care while securing better health outcomes. We focus on four areas where we see the greatest problems and opportunities: 1) reducing hospital and physician prices and costs, 2) rationalizing prescription drug prices and purchasing approaches, 3) identifying and avoiding low-value and/or unsafe care, and 4) improving the care for Americans with complex health conditions and needs.

We know that health care costs are a top issue for Americans. Rising health care spending is squeezing government, business, and household budgets. Nearly half of Americans are concerned that a major health event may bankrupt them, while 77 percent are concerned that the rising cost of health care will significantly damage the US economy.¹ The immediate economic consequences of high health care costs can be staggering. In the last year, Americans borrowed $88 billion to help pay for health care.² In fact, these costs actively prevent patients from seeking the medical care they need with 65 million adults reporting that they did not seek treatment in the past year due to costs.³ It is not surprising that the most important issue for American voters in 2018 was health care, and within health care, one of voters’ highest priorities is lowering prescription drug prices and costs.⁴
With respect to prescription drugs, our ultimate goal is to strike a fair balance between the industry’s incentive to innovate and the affordability of medications that improve, extend, and sometimes literally save lives.

We believe the science behind new medications is the best it has ever been. Diseases that in the recent past would be debilitating or life threatening can now be managed through medication. The predicted life expectancy of a child born with cystic fibrosis has risen from 29 years in 1986 to 47 years in 2016. A 12-week regimen can now cure hepatitis C. Advanced therapies like CAR-T hold the potential to cure cancer in a single treatment, and there is a growing pipeline of gene therapies on the horizon that hold the promise of treating or curing a variety of once-deadly genetic conditions.

Notwithstanding the exciting potential of pharmaceutical development for promising treatment advances, we have several concerns. First, these treatments are launching at increasingly unsustainable prices that are not justified by their research and development costs. Life-extending cystic fibrosis treatments cost nearly $300,000 a year. The cost of curing hepatitis C can be tens of thousands of dollars per treatment. CAR-T therapy can easily top $500,000, and several companies have discussed pricing gene therapies above $2 million dollars per person treated. Second, the pipeline is shifting to high priced, specialty drugs, which are expected to comprise nearly half of pharmaceutical industry revenues by 2022. Third, given the complexity of these drugs and the dysfunction in our current system, they will often face limited competition, which will keep prices high. These drugs only work if patients can afford to take them and if the cost of these drugs does not crowd out other needed medical care or other necessities such as housing and food.

Arnold Ventures funds research to address high drug prices in a few key areas:

- Developing alternative incentive structures that productively and more affordably drive innovation;
- Encouraging competition by reforming our current patent and exclusivity system that grants monopolies to pharmaceutical companies for decades. This includes ending abuses such as pay-for-delay settlements, product hopping, patent thickets, evergreening, and other techniques intended to keep competitors off the market;
- Restructuring public program coverage and payment design to eliminate disincentives for plans to more aggressively secure lower drug prices while ensuring access to medically necessary medications;
- Rethinking the way we pay for drugs to move away from high list prices and price increases and move towards alternative methods of payment including negotiation, reference pricing, and paying on the basis of the clinical value of a drug; and
- Increasing transparency throughout the drug delivery and payment system. This includes ensuring accountability to the public for launch prices and price increases, understanding how money flows from manufacturers to pharmacy benefit managers (PBMs) and supply chain middlemen, and clear reporting of payments by manufacturers to providers and patient groups.

We believe America can remain at the vanguard of medical research and innovation while also ensuring greater affordability of the fruits of this research.

Americans Demand Action

The American public believes unequivocally that drug prices are too high. Eight in ten adults feel that the cost of prescription drugs is unreasonable. The same overwhelming majority of adults also believe that
drug company profits are a major factor contributing to high prices.\textsuperscript{13} Unsurprisingly, there is overwhelming support for strong Congressional action to address the mounting drug-pricing crisis.

Sixty eight percent of Americans, including most Democrats and Republicans, say that lowering prescription drug costs should be the top health care priority for Congress.\textsuperscript{14} An overwhelming majority of Americans, both Republicans and Democrats, support aggressive action to lower drug prices including making it easier for generic drugs to come to market and allowing the government to negotiate prices in Medicare.\textsuperscript{15} Voters across party lines and in a variety of Congressional districts have supported government intervention in drug patent monopolies and manufacturing to help speed affordable prescriptions to market.\textsuperscript{16}

\textbf{The Cost of Doing Nothing}

In 2017, the United States spent $481 billion on prescription drugs.\textsuperscript{17} This includes both retail and non-retail drug spending. National Health Expenditures data show that retail drug spending alone grew by over 30 percent over the 2010-2017 period.\textsuperscript{18} This expenditure must be taken in the larger context of spending in America. Federal debt held by the American public currently stands at about 78 percent of GDP and is expected to approach 100 percent by 2029.\textsuperscript{19} Spending on health care is about 18 percent of GDP.\textsuperscript{20} Both of these numbers are expected to grow in the near future. In fact, the Congressional Budget Office projects that rising health care costs, along with payments to service the federal debt, are among the largest drivers of increasing federal spending in the future.\textsuperscript{21} Budget tightening is being felt at the state level as well, and states are being asked to choose between health services and schools, roads, or public safety services.

This spending growth is mirrored in federal and state programs like Medicare and Medicaid. In Medicare Part D, total net spending on prescription drug claims grew from about $55 billion in 2007 to nearly $120 billion in 2017.\textsuperscript{22} From 2007 through 2017, reinsurance payments to Part D plans which (1) occur after a beneficiary reaches his out-of-pocket (OOP) limit and (2) are financed largely by the taxpayer to subsidize plans for high cost beneficiaries, rose at a rate of nearly 17 percent per year.\textsuperscript{23} The program’s costs to the taxpayer are rising faster than premiums paid into Part D.\textsuperscript{24}

Medicare Part B, which covers physician-administered drugs, experiences similar drug spending growth. Spending on Part B drugs neared $30 billion in 2016, which is nearly double the amount spent in 2010.\textsuperscript{25} MedPAC notes that price increases account for two-thirds of the growth of Part B drug spending (excluding vaccines).\textsuperscript{26} Between 2009 and 2016, spending on drugs in Part B grew 10.7 percent per year while the average payment per drug increased by 6.9 percent per year, which reflects increases in the prices of existing drugs and shifts in the mix of drugs to new, higher priced drugs.\textsuperscript{27} Together, this is part of the reason why 15 percent of an average Medicare household’s total spending is on health care.\textsuperscript{28}

Medicaid programs are under pressure from rising drug costs as well. Net spending on retail drugs grew nearly 60 percent over the 2011 to 2017 period.\textsuperscript{29} In total, the federal government and states spent $33 billion on drugs in 2017 after rebates.\textsuperscript{30} This growth, driven by Medicaid expansion and high cost therapies like those that treat hepatitis C and cystic fibrosis, puts unnecessary pressure on taxpayers and has outstripped traditional pharmacy cost containment measures.

Ultimately, drug spending is placing an increasing burden on patients, employers, and taxpayers to cover the bill. About one in three Americans chose not to fill a prescription last year because of cost.\textsuperscript{31} Specialty medications cost, on average, over $52,000 a year at retail prices, and many people with employer-sponsored health insurance have to pay, on average, 27 percent of this amount, or nearly $14,000.\textsuperscript{32,33} This is particularly concerning considering that 40 percent of households would find it hard
to produce $400 in an emergency. Excessively high priced products combined with growing deductibles and co‐pays make affording and accessing needed medications exceedingly difficult.

Whether we like to admit it or not, we do ration drugs in our country. If a drug manufacturer with a monopoly chooses to set an excessive price, it forces patients and payers to make difficult tradeoffs. Here are two examples.

- **Insulin.** There are more than 30 million Americans with diabetes. Insulin list prices have tripled in the United States over the last decade, while out‐of‐pocket costs per prescription doubled. List prices for insulin seem to be rising in lockstep across manufactures, which prompted several lawsuits alleging that insulin manufacturers are price‐fixing. These prices require some people with diabetes to ration or skip doses. Researchers at Yale recently found that one‐quarter of those studied used less insulin than prescribed due to high out‐of‐pocket costs. As highlighted in recent press stories, high costs are requiring some people with diabetes to ration, which makes them incredibly ill and, in some cases, causes death.

- **Hepatitis C Treatments.** Several products cure hepatitis C. They initially cost nearly $100,000 per course of treatment. The high price of these regimens and high demand for them led payers to restrict access due to affordability concerns. Most state Medicaid programs were only making these drugs available to patients whose condition had advanced considerably. Additionally, two‐thirds of states required drug testing before they would cover the medication. These limitations on access were inconsistent with clinical recommendations and FDA guidelines. As a result, many people who would have benefitted from these drugs did not gain access.

In 2015, Washington state estimated that even with discounts, treating everyone on Medicaid with hepatitis C would cost three times the state's total pharmacy budget. In 2017, if Louisiana wanted to treat its entire Medicaid and uninsured populations with hepatitis C, it would necessitate reallocating more than half of the amounts spent on public education, social services, and infrastructure.

Given these issues, it is not surprising that most Americans, their employers, and the doctors who prescribe treatments believe our prescription drug market is broken. They cannot explain or understand why we pay as much as two to four times or more for the same drugs than patients in other developed nations. They are also concerned that high drug prices are driving up their premiums or making coverage for other health care services less generous.

**Research and Development Does Not Explain Drug Prices**

A common refrain from the drug industry is that high prices are necessary to drive innovative research and drug development, making drugs is hard and risky and America subsidizes research for the rest of the world. Developing drugs is difficult, expensive, and risky. However, the money U.S.-based drug companies make by charging Americans higher prices than people in other countries is 176% greater than what is needed to fund their global R&D. Additionally, many patented products were first discovered through taxpayer-funded NIH research and grants, which contributed to the development of all new molecular entities approved by FDA between 2010 and 2016.

**Manufacturers Block Competition**

Instead of encouraging research into the next generation of cures, firms with drugs approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are incentivized to hold on to their monopolies as long as possible and deploy as many anticompetitive tactics as possible to ensure generics or biosimilars are not
available. The FDA and the United States patent system were designed to create a virtuous cycle: innovator companies are granted certain exclusivities through the FDA and United States Patent and Trademark Office for their work, and when those exclusivities expire, cheaper alternatives like generic drugs or biosimilars become available. Ideally, this would ensure there is budgetary room over time for future products, but this is not happening.

Between 2005 and 2015, over 75 percent of drugs associated with new patents were for drugs already on the market.49 Of the roughly 100 bestselling drugs, nearly 80 percent obtained an additional patent to extend their monopoly period at least once—nearly 50 percent extended it more than once.50 For the 12 top selling drugs in the United States, manufacturers filed, on average, 125 patent applications and were granted 71.51 For these same drugs, invoice prices have increased by 68 percent.52 Manufacturers also engage in pay-for-delay schemes, in which payment is made to generic firms to not compete for a product. Even in cases where the Federal Trade Commission fines a company for these tactics, the profits made from the delay may outstrip the fine, effectively incentivizing illegal behavior.53

Pharmaceutical companies will often point out that, despite invoice and list prices increasing at an alarming rate, the net price paid for drugs has been increasing much more slowly. This begs a further question, why is the gulf between list and net prices widening? The answer may often lie in the pharmaceutical supply chain. PBMs and wholesalers within the supply chain may retain some of the rebates paid off list price. In exchange for these rebates, branded drugs often receive favorable treatment on formularies and are sometimes placed preferentially ahead of generic or biosimilar versions. In the end, patients often pay coinsurance based on the higher list price despite the discounts offered to these other players.54

Policy Solutions Must be Comprehensive

It is encouraging that bipartisan, bicameral support for legislative and regulatory fixes is growing. Doing nothing is a policy decision, and it is a decision that will continue to allow ongoing patent abuse and market dysfunction; an opaque supply chain characterized by spread pricing; higher costs of doing business for employers; increasingly unsustainable public programs and the taxpayers who finance them; and higher out of pocket expenditures for families. In short, failing to make major reforms has consequences for seniors, people with disabilities, workers, employers and federal and state health care purchasers, and the taxpayers you and they represent.

It is important that policy solutions be comprehensive and address three broad issues:

1. Patent abuses and anticompetitive behaviors by brand name drug manufacturers.
2. Market distortions that create inefficiencies in the way drugs are purchased.
3. High brand name drug launch prices and unjustified annual price increases.

We will talk through the key features of recent legislation (1) Medicare Part D redesign, (2) Secretarial negotiation, and (3) Medicare inflation penalties below in the context of the broad issue areas identified above. We also offer other solutions that go beyond the scope of the hearing, but are critical to a comprehensive legislative package aimed at lowering drug prices.


The Federal government grants patent and market exclusivity monopolies, which manufacturers constantly fight to extend. As mentioned previously, manufacturers are skillful at converting regulatory pathways into vehicles for monopoly extension.
We applaud the House of Representatives for passing the CREATEs Act, the Protecting Consumer Access to Generic Drugs Act of 2019, and the BLOCKING Act of 2019, all of which work to bring lower cost generics and biosimilars to market more quickly. However, we think comprehensive legislation needs to go further and include the following to address the full array of anticompetitive tactics brand pharmaceutical companies employ:

- Allowing FDA the authority to import a generic drug when there are fewer than three manufacturers in that drug’s class;
- Restricting the orphan drug market exclusivity period to one period for a given drug, or alternatively, allow the market exclusivity period to last only to the point that the patient population exceeds 200,000 for a given drug;
- Removing the interchangeability designation for biosimilars to encourage substitution of lower priced alternatives to biologic medicines. If interchangeability is not removed, the FDA should clarify its scientific approach to the designation;
- Shortening the FDA exclusivity granted to biologics;
- Mitigating product hopping by requiring manufacturers to keep the original formulation of the branded product on the market past the date of generic entry to ensure sufficient market share can move to the generic product;
- Prohibiting citizen petitions filed by competitors that are usually found to be frivolous or, alternatively, fine manufacturers when their citizen’s petition is found to be frivolous;
- Reducing Medicare Part B payment for brand drugs from average sales price (ASP) plus 6 percent to ASP minus 33 percent when a manufacturer files a pay-for-delay agreement or takes another anti-competitive action after the primary patent or market exclusivity period expires, whichever date is earliest.55


Plan benefit design and actors in the supply chain (specifically manufacturers and PBMs) can distort the market in ways that drive up prescription drug spending and prices.

**Part D Benefit Redesign.** The current design of the Medicare Part D program encourages market distortions. The financial structure that seemed necessary in 2006 is creating incentives that waste taxpayer money. The Wall Street Journal recently reported that plans generated over $9.1 billion in profit since 2006 by overestimating their expected costs and capitalizing on the federal payment structure of Part D.56

Plan sponsors are not liable for much benefit spending in the coverage gap, which encourages plans to prefer high cost drugs to move people into the catastrophic region where taxpayers pay reinsurance payments that cover 80 percent of the cost.57 These reinsurance payments are growing rapidly. They are estimated to be seven times the amount they were in 2006, reaching $43 billion in 2019.58 There are over 3.6 million people in Medicare Part D who had drug spending above the catastrophic coverage threshold. Of the 3.6 million, 1.1 million did not receive a low-income subsidy, which is nearly triple the number of people who did not receive the LIS, but hit the catastrophic threshold in 2010 (0.4 million).59 These high-cost enrollees accounted for nearly 60 percent of all Part D spending in 2017, up from about 40 percent before 2011.60

It is abundantly clear that the benefit needs restructuring to ensure that the taxpayer and the patient are not paying more than they should.
Restructuring Medicare Part D to give plans greater financial incentives to manage the benefit is the right direction.61 H.R. 3 would decrease government reinsurance from 80 percent to 20 percent of spending for all drugs. For brand-name drugs, it would increase plan responsibility from 20 percent to 50 percent and require manufacturers of brand drugs to pay the remaining 30 percent. It also would eliminate the 5% beneficiary cost-sharing in the catastrophic portion of the benefit and increase plan responsibility for generic drugs from 20 percent to 80 percent. The bill also would require brand manufacturers to pay 10 percent of costs before the catastrophic threshold. The Senate Finance Committee, the current administration, and MedPAC have proposed restructuring the Part D benefit.62,63,64 These proposals would reduce the amount that taxpayers pay to provide the Part D drug benefit to its 44 million beneficiaries.

H.R. 3 also increases the generosity of the benefit by creating a maximum out-of-pocket limit. Beneficiaries would only have to pay up to $2000 out-of-pocket for Part D covered drugs in a given year. As noted above, there is no out-of-pocket maximum under current law.

We think it is critical that plans pay significantly more in the catastrophic region than they do now. Sharing those costs with manufacturers is justifiable policy since it is the high prices they set that are driving more and more people into the catastrophic phase of the benefit. However, given the maturity of the Part D program, it is unclear why the taxpayer needs to provide any additional subsidy above the catastrophic threshold. The Medicare Part D program was designed with financial incentives to encourage plan and beneficiary participation to ensure its success. Currently, about 44 million of the 60 million people with Medicare have prescription drug coverage under Medicare Part D, and each beneficiary has, on average, 40 plan offerings.65,66 The robustness of the current market makes it difficult to defend a role for any additional taxpayer subsidies to Part D plans for high cost beneficiaries.

**Part D Plan Flexibility to Curb Market Distortion.** Part D is required to cover all drugs in six classes, which undercuts plan ability to negotiate rebates. These drugs comprised about 20 percent of Part D spending in 2015, but only 14 percent of prescriptions.67 CMS found that price trends for brand drugs are consistently higher for drugs in protected classes than such drugs in non-protected classes.68

We encourage the committee to consider providing plans with additional leverage to lower prices paid for drugs by removing at least the antidepressant and immunosuppressant drug classes from protected status and by considering recent administrative proposals that give plans additional tools to manage the six protected classes.69 Adopting such a reform would simply give Medicare the same tools used by Fortune 500 businesses and the Government Federal Employee Health Benefit Program (FEHBP). To protect the beneficiary, these policies would be coupled with expeditious, well-functioning exceptions and appeals processes.

**Supply Chain Market Distortions.** PBMs are paid in part through rebates negotiated off list prices, which can incentivize the use of higher cost therapies. Manufacturers also use rebates, in addition to co-pay coupons, and provide free samples to incentivize the use of higher cost therapies.

- **Co-Pay Assistance and Direct-to-Consumer (DTC) Advertising.** Co-Pay assistance programs and DTC advertising can steer individuals with insurance to higher cost, brand medications.70, 71 Expenses related to DTC advertising and co-pay assistance programs used by individuals with insurance are calculated as business costs that are subtracted from pharmaceutical company revenues and subsequently reduce the company's tax liability. In turn, the federal government is losing corporate tax revenue because of the way these expenses are treated. There are a few options to address this:
- Require that DTC and direct patient financial assistance to those with comprehensive insurance be a taxable expense.
- Ban financial assistance in competitive markets. This could either be a ban if a product has a generic or biosimilar competitor or a ban if there are a certain number of products in a class.

- **Transparency.** Manufacturers are not required to disclose their prices, discounts given to intermediaries, or their contributions to patient groups advocating on their behalf. The Energy and Commerce Committee marked-up and reported H.R. 1781, the Payment Commission Data Act of 2019, which allows MedPAC and MACPAC access to rebate data. This is an important first step to ensure that all the agencies supporting Congress provide members with complete information to inform the policymaking process.

- **Sunshine Act Expansions.** The Sunshine Act requires physicians to report to the federal government gifts from pharmaceutical and device companies that are greater than $100 and has captured about $33 billion in payments, similar donations made to non-providers are not required to be reported.

  Other areas of concern that would benefit from expansions in the Sunshine Act are the distorting effects of manufacturer payments to patient groups and free drug samples given to prescribers and, in turn, to patients.

  Broad sunshine law provisions should apply to patient groups that have any notable financial relationships with pharmaceutical companies. Patients testify at congressional hearings, meet with lawmakers, and provide grassroots influence for legislation. It is critical for Congress to know these groups’ funding sources to understand potential biases when they advocate for particular policy changes.

  Similarly, drug samples influence consumer demand for, and prescribing of higher cost brand medications, essentially acting as direct marketing by pharmaceutical manufacturers. It was estimated that, in 2012, pharmaceutical companies spent nearly $6 billion on free samples provided to physicians, making up over 20 percent of total marketing spend in that year. The STAR Act, which was reported out of the Ways and Means Committee, takes an important step by expanding the Sunshine Act to require the disclosure of free drug samples. We encourage Congress to expand its scope to ensure that all forms of distorting influence be reported publicly so that patients and lawmakers can better understand the scope of this market. At a minimum, this information should be reported to oversight agencies, researchers, payers, and health plans.

3. **High Launch Prices and Unjustified Price Increases.**

   **High Launch Prices.** Drugs are launching at higher prices each year, particularly for specialty products, which are becoming a larger percentage of the pipeline and, in turn, drug spending. Once launched, drug prices continue to escalate year-over-year, while clinical efficacy stays the same.

   Even if the Medicare Part D benefit structure is reformed and plans are given more flexibility, Part D still has a problem. As mentioned earlier, specialty drugs are filling the pipeline and they tend to face little or no competition. Brand-name specialty drugs accounted for just 1 percent of prescriptions and about 30 percent of drug spending after rebates in both Medicare Part D and Medicaid in 2015. Between 2010 and 2015.
• Spending per Medicare Part D beneficiary who used a brand-name specialty drug tripled, reaching $33,460 after rebates;
• Overall spending on specialty drugs in Medicare Part D, after rebates, more than tripled, rising from $8.7 billion to $32.8 billion; and
• The average net price per prescription of a brand-name specialty drug grew at an average annual rate of 22 percent in Medicare Part D and 12 percent in Medicaid.
• The gross price for one of the most frequently used hepatitis C treatments (an antiviral) averaged about $31,000 per Medicare Part D claim, and many cancer therapies had gross prices that ranged from about $10,000 to over $14,000 per claim. Because of their high prices, even a single claim for drugs in those classes would be sufficient to meet the Medicare Part D out-of-pocket threshold. In 2017, more than 370,000 enrollees filled such a claim, up from just 33,000 in 2010.

In 2017, high cost specialty drugs accounted for nearly a third of the pharmacy industry’s prescription dispensing revenues. This is projected to reach 47% in 2022.

Part D was constructed to rely on Part D plans managing the benefit on behalf of taxpayers and beneficiaries. It assumes that plans can effectively use various tools to leverage significant price concessions from manufacturers. However, as discussed, these tools only lower prices when drugs have competition. PBMs cannot do their jobs and extract price concessions from manufacturers of high cost specialty drugs that do not have competition. We need to think through creative solutions like Secretarial negotiation to address this issue to ensure the program’s fiscal sustainability. H.R. 3 is an important step in this process.

Secretarial Negotiation. H.R. 3 would require the Secretary of HHS to negotiate prices for high cost drugs with limited competition. It contains a process for negotiation that both CBO and the CMS actuaries believe would achieve meaningful savings to the Part D program. As such, Arnold Ventures believes this legislation represents a constructive addition to the policy debate.

H.R. 3 would not give the Secretary the option to restrict access to drugs to extract price concessions. Instead, it would require the Secretary to impose penalties on manufacturers if they refuse to negotiate. The policy does not alter Medicare’s benefit structure. It lowers prices, which would lead to greater patient adherence to prescription drugs. Once there is a generic or biosimilar drug available, price negotiation would return to Part D’s standard negotiation process, when plans have the most leverage to negotiate lower prices. H.R. 3 also has the Secretary prioritize his negotiations on drugs that would generate the most savings, which ensures that federal resources are used efficiently.

International reference prices would be built into the negotiation process in order to guide the bids offered by both parties. This feature is important since negotiation would target drugs with significant pricing power over PBMs and in turn, the Secretary. This is similar in concept to the Medicare Part B International Price Index proposal the President has advocated for and has indicated is releasing soon, which works to preserve access to drugs while lowering the prices taxpayers and beneficiaries pay for high cost drugs with little competition.

It is understandable that policymakers, the public, and analysts cannot justify why we pay as much as we do in the U.S relative to other countries. There are studies from Johns Hopkins University, the Health and Human Services Office of The Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE), and this committee that show that the US pays anywhere from 1.8 times to 4 times more than other industrialized nations.
Unjustified Price Increases. Between 2006 and 2017, list prices for more than 100 brand-name drugs used for chronic conditions increased cumulatively by 214 percent relative to the inflation rate in the U.S. economy, which was 25 percent over the same period. Many Part D beneficiaries pay a share of a drug’s list price when they purchase their drugs at the pharmacy. They also pay a share of a drug’s list price during the deductible phase of the Part D benefit.

The list price is a price that manufacturers can set at any level. It does not include the rebates and discounts that Part D plans negotiate with manufacturers. These discounts help keep health plan costs and premiums low but do not directly affect the amount many Part D beneficiaries pay for their drugs at the pharmacy counter.

When list prices increase that quickly, so does beneficiary cost-sharing for many drugs in Part D. This impedes access and adherence to needed medications. While this is felt the most in cases where Part D beneficiaries take high-cost specialty drugs, this also affects beneficiaries taking brand drugs that have been on the market for a very long time, like insulin, to which access is critical. Part D cost-sharing for high-cost drugs can be as high as a third of a drug’s list price.

In addition to large list price increases, there are considerable net price increases across top selling brand drugs. Many of these price increases are not supported by evidence of additional clinical benefit. A recent report identified 7 drugs with net price increases that were not justified by additional clinical evidence and estimated that these net price increases cost Americans $5.1 billion in just two years. Humira alone comprised $1.8 billion of this two-year total. It is worth noting that two years represents only about a tenth of the time Humira has been on the market.

Medicare Inflation Penalties. H.R. 3 would require manufacturers to pay a rebate to the HHS Secretary for drugs purchased by Medicare Part D and Medicare Part B if the drug’s price rises faster than inflation. Manufacturers are required to pay this type of rebate to the Medicaid program. It is a key reason brand-name drugs are significantly less expensive in Medicaid when compared with Medicare Part D.

An inflation penalty still permits a drug company to set any price it wants and increase the price at any time it chooses. It would not directly interfere in negotiations between Part D plans. They are still free to negotiate with manufacturers for rebates and preferred formulary placement.

The Medicare Part D inflation penalty would slow list price increases over time, which lowers beneficiary out-of-pocket costs. Additionally, commercial payers also would see lower prices under this policy because list prices grow more slowly over time for drugs where the spread between list prices and net prices is small (typically drugs without much if any competition).

Additional Policy Options to Address High Prices. Below are some policy options to consider that would help lower drug prices for Medicare Part B and Medicaid.

Medicare Part B

Medicare Part B pays physicians a set percent of a drug’s price, which can encourage providers to use higher cost medications in order to bring in higher revenue.
A number of payment reforms could move away from incentivizing the use of high cost drugs and instead encourage the use of the most clinically appropriate product, regardless of price, or the use of lower-cost alternatives.

1. Reduce or reform the average sales price (ASP) add-on payment for physician-administered drug reimbursement. This could either be calculated as a lower percentage add on (e.g., from 6 percent to 3 percent) or as a flat add-on fee.
2. Require that Medicare use the same billing code for biosimilars and their reference biologic product. This would force competition between products that would drive down prices.
3. Allow physicians to form purchasing groups and negotiate their own formularies for physician-administered drugs. This would mimic some of the cost-containment techniques already used in the Part D benefit and by private plans and would allow groups to leverage purchasing power and market forces to negotiate for lower prices.
4. Improve ASP data reporting by requiring all manufacturers to report ASP data.
5. Reduce the amount Part B pays for new single-source drugs from 106 percent of wholesale acquisition cost to 103 percent.

Medicaid Prices

- Allow states more flexibility in managing their drug benefit while maintaining access to the statutory rebate.
- Increase the statutory rebate cap, which caps a manufacturer’s rebate liability at 100 percent of its price. The cap in current law protects manufacturers from paying more rebate if their prices continue to grow faster than inflation.
- Revisit Medicaid’s best price provision to give commercial plans more leeway to negotiate lower prices while increasing the Medicaid statutory rebate to ensure drug prices paid by the Medicaid program do not go up.
- Include authorized generics in the statutory definition of a “line extension” for purposes of the Medicaid rebate program.

Conclusion

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of Arnold Ventures, I wish to commend the Committee for holding today’s hearing and for remaining committed to addressing the challenge of ever-rising prescription drug costs and the burden it places on all Americans. Advances in science have given us the ability to manage and even cure diseases that had no treatment even a decade ago. Despite this, the American health care system must find a way to balance scientific discovery and innovation with affordability to patients, employers, and taxpayers.

We believe that the system can deliver affordable treatments while also encouraging the development of the next generation of treatments. We understand that all of the policies you are considering involve trade-offs. We stand ready to support your work and your commitment to find the best policy approaches to achieve this important balance. Mr. Chairman, Ranking Member Brady and Members of the Committee, thank you for having me testify on this important subject. I would be happy to answer any of your questions.
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